1. Your school has been operating as a registered private school in the Bolgatanga Municipality. What is the name of the founder of your school?

2. Write out your school address as it will appear in a letter to your friend in another school.

3. The Upper Region Agriculture Radio (URA Radio) is located along the Bolgatanga Navrongo Highway, directly opposite the hospital junction and after the Ghana Water company head office. Where is the location of your school?

4. Historically, Great Victory Academy started in September, 1993. It has a Pre-School department at Pobaga Estates, the Primary and JHS department at Kalbio Tindonsolbgo. Where in the region is it’s proposed site for the SHS department?

5. We understand your school has a website which means you are now connected to the internet. What is the website address of the school?

6. Why is your school website important?

7. The Ghana Cedi, our National Flag, the Coat of Arms and our National Anthem are national symbols and our national motto is ‘Freedom and Justice’. What is your school motto?

8. If you have the opportunity to make a request from anyone or organization capable of helping, what will be your wish for your school?

9. The Bolgatanga Regional Hospital operates under the Ministry of Health, Upper East United soccer team operates under the Ministry of Youth and Sports, the Pualugu tomatoes farmer operate under Ministry of Agriculture and Great Victory Academy operates under Ghana Education Service of the Ministry of

10. Parents who travel far and near to Great Victory Academy and pay huge fees do so for students to receive education. On our part as students, we shall learn with passion to become creative thinkers, life long learners and leaders of change.
11. Kofi celebrated his birthday on the 29th February, 2012 which is a leap year. Which year will he celebrate his next birthday? ..........................................................................................................................

12. According to scientists there are 365 ¼ days in a year. In each day we have 24 hours and in a leap year, we have ..........................................................................................................................

13. There are many tourists’ sites in Ghana, Damongo is to Mole Game Reserve, Cape Coast is to Elimina Castle, Kintampo is to Kintampo Water Falls, Hohoe is to Mountain Afegjato, Paga is to ..........................................................................................................

14. The currency used by Nigeria is Naira, Togo is CFA; United States of America is dollar and United Kingdom is Pounds. What is the currency used in Ghana? .......................................................................................................................... 

15. What is the highest currency in Ghana? ..........................................................................................................................

16. The official date for Christmas celebration is December, 25, Farmers Day is celebrated in Ghana on the 1st Friday of December each year. Which event is celebrated on the 6th day of March each year in Ghana? ..........................................................................................................................

17. Which is heavier 50kg of cement or 50kg of cotton? ..........................................................................................................................

18. A teacher teaches, a dressmaker makes dress, parliamentarians make laws and a driver drives a lorry. Who or what is an author? ..........................................................................................................................


20. Each day, we say the Lord’s Prayer, sing the National Anthem and recite the National Pledge. Who designed the national flag of Ghana? ..........................................................................................................................

21. Asamoah Gyan plays for AL Ain in UAE, Suley Muntari just signed a deal to continue with AC Milan. Which English football team does Michael Essien play for? ..........................................................................................................................

22. What is the normal number of months for women between conception and delivery (Birth)?..........................................................................................................................

23. To be able to keep (save) your money with a bank, you need to have a ...................................with that bank.

In idiomatic expressions, “to toe the line” means to obey; “to be at home with something means “to like or be familiar with it. Give the meaning of the following idioms.

24. “To call a spade a spade” means ..........................................................................................................................

25. “To carry the day” ..........................................................................................................................
26. “To let sleeping dogs lie” ..........................................................................................................................

27. In 2008, Egypt won the Africa Cup hosted in Ghana. Egypt again won the tournament when it was held in Angola in 2010. Which country won the Africa Cup which was played in Gabon and Equatorial Guinea in 2012? ..........................................................................................................................

28. Ghana qualified the first time for the FIFA World cup in 2006 and was eliminated by Brazil at the Knock-out stage. In 2010, the FIFA world cup was for the first time played on African soil in South Africa. Ghana again qualified for this tournament and progressed to the quarter finals stage. Which country eliminated Ghana at this stage ..................................................................................................................................

29. The body responsible for overseeing football issues in Ghana is commonly referred to as GFA. What is the full meaning of GFA? ..........................................................................................................................

30. In the Ghanaian Premier League, Kumasi Ashanti Kotoko is called Fablous. Which team is usually referred to as phobia? ..........................................................................................................................

31. State one International Ghanaian Boxer ..........................................................................................................................

Some words are common but not the same. For example “besides” and “beside” They are differentiated in the sentences below;
   (a) Kofi sat beside Nyaaba during the show.
   (b) Besides food, man needs shelter.

Use the following pairs of words to make two sentences each which will show their differences as in (a) and (b) above.
32. Altogether / all together.
   ..................................................................................................................................

33. Loose / Lose
   ..................................................................................................................................

34. Live / Leave
   ..................................................................................................................................

Philia refers the love of something that is not considered normal. A phobia on the other hand refers to a strong unreasonable fear of something. For example, acrophobia is the fear of flying or travelling by air. “Bibliphobia” is the fear of books and “carnophobia” is the fear of meat. What is then its;

35. “hydrophobia” ..................................................................................................................................

36. “botanophobia” ..................................................................................................................................

37. “zoophobia” ..................................................................................................................................

38. “vaccinophobia” ..................................................................................................................................

39. What is the full name of the Director of your school – Great Victory Academy?
   ..............................................................................................................................................
It is the duty of any Government of the day to appoint Ministers, Municipal and District Chief Executives in every Region in Ghana. State the names of the current government appointees in the Upper East Region.

40. Upper East Regional Minister .................................................................
41. Upper East Deputy Regional Minister ..................................................
42. Bolgatanga Municipal Chief Executive..................................................

A polygon in mathematics is a plane closed figure bounded by line segments. For example a polygon with three (3) sides is called a Triangle; a polygon with four (4) sides is a Quadrilateral and so on.

State the types of polygons with the following sides;
43. Five (5) sides .....................................................................................
44. Nine (9) sides .....................................................................................
45. Seven (7) sides .....................................................................................
46. A man is 45 years old and his son 9 years. Find the ratio of their ages in the simplest form. .................................................................

47. What is the name of the feast that Christians celebrate to keep a remembrance of the birth of Christ?

State the names of the founders of the following religions;
48. Hinduism .............................................................................................
49. Islam ....................................................................................................
50. Confucianism ......................................................................................
51. Buddhism ............................................................................................

52. Which of these personalities is the current UN Secretary General?
    (a) Ban Ki Moon (b) Kofi Anan (c) Atta Mills (d) Barack Obama

53. State one (1) tourist sites in the Uppers East Region. ..............................

54. What is the name of the tallest mountain in Ghana? .................................

55. The process of switching on a computer is called...........................................

56. What part of the computer displays information in visual form, using text and graphics?

57. There are several telecom companies in Ghana such as VODAFONE, AIRTEL, MTN, EXPRESSO and GLOBACOM. What is the full meaning of the acronym “MTN” as in telecommunication?

58. Desktop computers, laptops and handheld computers such as PDSs are types of computers. Which of the following is the full meaning of PDAs.
    (a) Property Digic Area
    (b) Personal Digital Assistants
    (c) Private Disc Assistants
    (d) Programme Digital Assistants
59. If the Holy book for Christians is the Bible and the Muslims Quran. Then, the …………………is a set of fundamental rules, written or unwritten by which a state is governed.

60. Accident victims and other patients in critical conditions usually report at the emergency ward. Which ward is designated for pregnant women to deliver at the period of labour?  

61. Ellen Sir leaf Johnson is the president of Liberia, Goodluck Jonathan is the president of Nigeria and David Cameroom is the Prime Minister of Britain. Who is the president of the republic of Ghana?  

62. The rivers of our country are; river Pra, river Ankobra, river Tano, river Densu and  .  
The Akosobo Dam generates hydroelectric power that supplies electricity in Ghana and beyond.

63. Africa is the second largest continent in the world and has 54 countries. The capital of Burkina Faso is Ouagadougou, Egypt is Cairo, Ghana is Accra and Sudan is Khartoum. What is the capital of Guinea–Bissau?  

64. Ghana is a country in Africa. It is bordered by Cote d’ Ivoire to the west, Burkina Faso to the north, Togo to the east and the Gulf of Guinea to the south. The word Ghana means “Warrior King” and is derived from the ancient Ghana Empire. Ghana has ten (10) political regions name two (2).  

65. Osagyfo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah was the first President of Ghana and the first Prime Minister of Ghana. An influential 20th century advocate of Pan–Africanism, he was a founding member of the organization of African Unity and was the winner of the Lenin Peace Prize in 1963. Who invented the internet?  

66. According to the Holy Bible, God created the Heavens and the Earth. The Earth was without form and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. The spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. Where in the bible did Jesus weep?  

67. The Driver & Vehicle Licensing Authority (DVLA) operates under the Ministry of Transport with the responsibility of ensuring safety on our roads. We as citizens must observe road signs. When we see the traffic lights there is something we should know;  

68. The president is said to be the number one man of our beloved country and his wife is the first lady. What name is given to the president’s family?  

69. ………………………is the top layer of the earth surface in which plants grow, a black or dark brown material typically consisting of mixture of organic remains, sandy, loamy and clay are types of this precious natural resource.

70. Pollution is the introduction of contaminants into the natural environment that causes adverse change. The major forms of pollution include air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution and soil pollution. What do you know about water pollution?